A truly unique School that nurtures individual potential -

STRATEGIC PLAN 2015 - 2019

Vision and guiding principles
Snowy Mountains Grammar School will be recognised as a premier K-12 co-educational day
and boarding school community offering a diverse range of opportunities, leading to the
development of outstanding adaptive citizens equipped for an ever-changing world.
This vision is achieved through:
• programs that encourage students to value themselves and those around them, with a
focus on the individual student, their ability to work as a team and their personal and
academic needs
• programs that encourage the holistic development of the individual, that promote an
understanding of the importance of community and that value creativity
• rigorous curriculum development and delivery to achieve a high standard of personal
academic achievement
• programs that use the alpine mountain environment to deliver integrated outcomes
and build resilience
• the development of strategic partnerships between the school, the community and
other stakeholders
• regular review of the school’s programs, priorities, achievements and needs to maintain
relevance and to meet ever-changing school registration and societal trends
• growth in student numbers to an optimum level of 270/280, and the retention of an
appropriate overall staff-to-student ratio.

Mission

Statement
Our mission is to develop well-rounded young people with active and creative minds,
who have an understanding of and compassion for others, a passion for lifelong learning
and the courage and confidence to act on their beliefs.
We achieve this through the development of programs that deliver:
• relevant and successful educational outcomes
• resilience and strong self esteem
• positive relationships between students and staff
• support and encouragement for individual difference
• a learning experience that is relevant to our natural environment.
We work with families towards holistic development of each child: moral, intellectual,
spiritual, social, emotional, and physical.

Values
At Snowy Mountains Grammar School the values
we practise are the foundation stones of the school
motto:
Challenge:
• students and staff to achieve the best of their
individual potential
• students to take responsibility for their own
actions.
Belong:
• to the school and local community as a valued
citizen
• to a community that embraces compassion,
respect, honesty, acceptance and integrity.
Explore:
• how to be authentic and act with courage and
conviction
• how to develop life skills with flexible
innovation and measured risk taking
• how to care for and learn from our natural
environment.

We will provide a

sense of belonging
At Snowy Mountains Grammar School we accept our students and staff for who they
are and our smaller-school feel allows every student to be truly known and valued. It is
fundamentally important that we ensure every student is provided with the
opportunity to feel a strong sense of belonging and connectedness within the SMGS
community.
Where:
• every student will be genuinely well-known and valued
• we celebrate individuality and embrace uniqueness
• we strengthen our sense of team and togetherness
• opportunities for students to be involved are abundant
• we will serve our wider community in new initiatives
• more possibilities for students of all ages to interact are created

Students learn best when they feel
happy and safe and have a sense of
belonging.

We will strengthen

values in our students
At Snowy Mountains Grammar School we recognise that we live in an ever-changing
global community. Drawing upon traditional Anglican Christian values as our
foundation, we aim to develop and broaden character in our students so they engage
in life as well-balanced and open-minded aspirational young people. We aim to develop
the whole person - spiritually, ethically, intellectually, physically and emotionally.
We will:
• strive to develop outstanding community citizens, now and for the future
• draw upon Anglican Christian values as our foundation
• renew and strengthen our existing pastoral care program from K to Year 12
• create a pastoral care framework for further guidance and support
• enable more opportunities for our students to exercise leadership
• as staff, strive to model exemplary character and behaviour to our students

We strive to develop open-minded,
well-rounded young people
who make a contribution to our
communities.

We will teach and learn

with excellence
At Snowy Mountains Grammar School we seek authentic, relevant and meaningful
student engagement in learning. As a small school we will provide a personalised and
flexible approach to learning and challenge all students to strive to achieve their best.
Great learning begins with inspirational teaching.
We will:
• encourage and enable innovative and inspirational teaching
• personalise the learning environment for all students
• implement an evidence-based teaching and learning framework
• exceed the Australian Professional Standards for Teachers
• develop a modern 21st century seamless K-12 Australian Curriculum
• further integrate technology into effective learning strategies
• utilise meaningful data to inform teacher knowledge and practice.

Snowy Mountains Grammar
is a thriving community of
learners -students and staff.

We will empower
inspirational staff
At Snowy Mountains Grammar School our staff will make the
difference that enables a richer experience for our students. A
great school begins with having great staff. The quality of a school’s
education depends on the quality of its teachers, who remain the
single biggest school-based influence on children and their learning.
Research also demonstrates the importance of the family and the
school working together, with common goals and expectations, to
further strengthen all forms of learning.
We will:
• innovate, challenge, inspire, care and uphold high expectations
• support our staff to thrive and to make a real difference for our
students
• attract and appoint dedicated and passionate staff
• provide tailored contemporary professional learning for staff
• foster collegiality and creating opportunities for professional
growth
• connect with students beyond the classroom and foster unity.

Our students may not always recall precisely what is taught to them, but
they will forever remember how we made them feel.

We will embrace
innovative technology
At Snowy Mountains Grammar School we ensure that all our learners engage in the
effective use of technology to enhance their learning and remain connected to a rapidly
developing technological world. This ever-evolving technological landscape requires
insight and foresight, with sound pedagogy and learning principles at the forefront.
We will:
• broaden and refine our ‘Bring Your Own Designated Device’ program
• create greater possibilities for individualised learning and flexibility
• ensure our ICT infrastructure enables ongoing fast, reliable and portable access
• support our staff to continually increase ICT knowledge and skills
• improve real-time parental access to reporting of student progress
• better connect our school to our community with improved information access
• wonder what else might be possible.

We will equip our students with 21st
century skills and critical thinking
capabilities to connect and thrive in a
technological, global society.

We will personalise

our boarding experience
Snowy Mountains Grammar School offers a unique boarding experience in a safe,
pristine alpine environment. Every student is valued for their individuality and
uniqueness and is provided with their own room from Year 7 to Year 12. Our boarders
will experience independence and flexibility in a smaller supportive community where
people care for each other.

We will:
• offer a unique boarding experience in a natural alpine environment with a range
of wonderful interests for boarders to choose as part of their curriculum and after
school
• strengthen the personalisation for boarders in a small, caring and safe community
• provide an enhanced after-hours study program to support the learning success
for all boarders
• continue to provide opportunities for boarders to attend SMGS from many
distant communities with weekly transport to Canberra
• create improved opportunities for boarders to communicate and connect to
home.

A unique boarding experience, where
individuality and difference are
celebrated and valued.

We will engage students in

academies of excellence
At Snowy Mountains Grammar School we have a unique connection and proximity to
the Australian alpine environment. We will expand our mainstream curriculum courses
to include further opportunities for secondary students to be involved in Academies of
Excellence, where they can really connect and engage in a love of learning.
We will:
• create an academies of excellence with a broad range of interests for students.
These will include outdoor education and specialist sports, academic extension
and acceleration in maths, science and engineering, arts, vocational pathways,
computer science, technology and design, digital media, and will be studied for
up to one day per week
• inspire and facilitate students to reach their individual potential
• enable flexible study options for students to engage in our expansive academies
of excellence programs
• support individual athletes to achieve personal excellence and overall success.

I shall find my path or I shall make one.

We will develop facilities and

resources sustainably
At Snowy Mountains Grammar School we will continue to develop improved physical
resources and surroundings for students and staff to experience and enjoy. These
will include improved learning, recreational and sporting facilities and open
spaces.
We will:
• develop a facilities master plan that supports growth and development for
students and staff to experience learning in a high quality contextualised
environment
• create inspiring modern learning spaces for students and teachers to enable
effective collaborative, personalised and flexible learning
• develop additional shaded recreational seating areas and open green play space
for students
• continue to upgrade boarding facilities to be modern and comfortable
• continue to choose more environmentally responsible alternatives as
opportunities arise.

The development of our facilities to
embrace the rich historical ties with the
iconic Snowy Hydro Scheme from which
our campus has grown.

We will provide

strong governance
Snowy Mountains Grammar School provides strong governance and leadership to
ensure that a thriving school community is assured well into the future. The school serves
the local and wider communities providing access to a high-quality and well-rounded education
with choice for individual students and families.
We will:
• provide and enable capable independent-thinking Board Directors to govern the School
• ensure strong and effective school leadership is supported and enabled
• develop and oversee strategic direction, leading to a thriving and vibrant school community
• make robust decisions in the context of our overall strategic objectives
• ensure that financial sustainability enabling growth and development is achieved through
the supervision of the business model, financial accountabilities and rigorous periodic
reporting.

With the best interests of
students, staff, families
and the community
at heart, our Board of
Directors provide strong
governance to ensure
the overall success of the
school.
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